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Abstract

Stroke in low and middle income countries is an increasing cause of death and disability, with rates and the estimated burden considerably higher than that of high income countries. Lay explanatory models are believed to be one of the major influences on health seeking behaviour and essential to understand for appropriate education strategies. Despite stroke being a considerable health concern in Indonesia and particularly in Aceh, no studies to date have explored lay stroke models in that context. This paper presents the findings of a qualitative study informed by both hermeneutic phenomenology and ethnography. Based in rural communities in Bener Meriah and Aceh Tengah in Central Aceh, Indonesia, data were gathered through interviews, photographs and observations with 11 persons with stroke (aged 32 to 69 years) and 18 of their carers. Fieldwork was conducted over nine months between 2007 and 2008. The study examined lay concepts of stroke, described as a condition resulting from a local blockage in blood from multiple causes, many of which are not recognised within the biomedical frame. The blockage is understood to be reversible and therefore the condition curable. This understanding is embedded and sustained in the specific political, cultural, religious and social context. The results illustrate similarities and differences with other cross-cultural studies and suggest areas of future research and points of consideration for stroke education strategies.

Introduction

Burden of disease studies estimate that stroke will become the leading cause of death and disability not only in high income countries, but also in those of lower and middle income, overtaking communicable diseases by 2025 (Feigin 2007). Countries like Indonesia become a powerful illustration of this concern. Indonesia has a number of
risk factors for stroke, including a rapidly aging society (SEARO 2008), an increase in obesity (Kisjanto, Bonneux, Prihartono & Grobee 2005), high rates of smoking (Ng, Stenlund, Bonita, Halimi, Wall & Weinehall 2006) and stroke is reported as the highest cause of death in those over 5 years (Kusuma, Venketasubramanian, Kiemas, Misbach 2009). Although Indonesia has yet to publish a specific strategy for stroke, government papers on non-communicable diseases emphasise community education as key to tackling the health transition from a predominance of communicable to non-communicable diseases (Ministry of Health 1999). Despite this background, very little is currently known about how stroke is understood and experienced in Indonesia, particularly in rural areas. This is important as research indicates that held beliefs and behaviours are critical to understand for effective health education (Frankel, Davison, Smith 1991).

Research exploring the stroke experience in other low and middle income countries, mainly in Africa, has predominantly focussed on explanatory models and health seeking behaviour (Alloh, Nandjui, Manou, Bombo, Datie & Zouzou et al 2007, Al-Oraibi 2002, Bham and Ross 2005, Hundt, Stuttaford & Ngoma 2004, Mshana, Hampshire, Panter-Brick & Walker 2008, Mshana 2008). Explanatory models are conceived as the notion about a sickness episode and its attempts at remediation which includes explanations of aetiology, onset, pathophysiology, course and treatment (Kleinman 1980). Indeed there are strong indications that aetiological knowledge is one of the major influences on health seeking behaviour (Good 1994, Kleinman 1988, Laderman 1991, Murray, Manktelow & Clifford 2000, Pugh 2003). Significantly, although held by individuals, Kleinman (ibid) contends that explanatory models are embedded within the culture and social structure of a particular place and
time. As a result they emphasize the dynamic inter-relationship between bodily experience, action and the context in which they occur.

In broad terms the Africa based studies illustrate that stroke-like symptoms are perceived as an indication of both a physical illness and social disequilibrium. Assigned causes range from problems with blood flow and hypertension to: over-exertion, spirit possession, a test from God, the result of a curse, breaking socially ascribed sexual taboos, a hard life, and depression. The ascribed causes affect the action taken to remediate the symptoms in addition to prevention of further events. As such, the lay understandings have a critical impact on the resulting behaviour. Indeed, some studies indicate that causation theories may influence health seeking more than factors such as cost and accessibility (Mshana et al. 2008, Mshana 2008).

Furthermore, these studies highlight the numerous contextual influences on how these concepts are formed and operate including: religion, interaction with healers and treatment, and family amongst others.

Illness research in Indonesia indicates that numerous factors may influence health seeking behaviour. These include: the impact of the illness on functional ability (van Eeuwijk 2003); age and gender (Adlakha & Rudolph 1994, Schroder-Butterfill 2002); type of medication on offer and reputation (Sciortino 1992); cost and availability (Broch 2001). However, there is also evidence suggesting that lay understandings are also critical (Kurihara et al 2006). To date, there have been no studies exploring the lay concepts of stroke in Indonesia.
In an attempt to begin to address the gap the aim of this research was to explore the lay understanding of stroke in Central Aceh, Indonesia. Specific objectives included: to explore the understanding and perception of stroke in rural Central Aceh; and to identify the mediating factors in that understanding.

This research was part of a broader doctoral study exploring the experience and health seeking behaviour post stroke. Central Aceh was selected in part because of its rural location and because of access to potential participants afforded by MN’s association with an international disability organisation based in the region. Subsequent to this fieldwork, data have been published indicating that Aceh has the highest rate of stroke in the country making this choice of location particularly pertinent (Kusuma et al. 2009).

**Methods**

The study necessitated an understanding of depth and complexity in people’s accounts, rather than surface comparability between large numbers of people (Lopez and Willis 2004, Moran 2000). Qualitative methodology is best suited for such an endeavour as it both attempts “to make sense of, or interpret phenomena in terms of the meanings people bring to them” (Denzin and Lincoln 2003:4) and stresses the importance of the context in which those meanings are formed (Gibbs 2002). This combination places this research mid-way between realist and constructionist approaches (Maso 2007). This research was influenced by both hermeneutic phenomenology and ethnography. Phenomenology assumes that the meanings people ascribe to experiences can be uncovered though the words of the individual’s narrative (Maggs-Rapport 2000). Ethnography on the other hand explores the webs of
significance (Geertz 1973) which precede and extend beyond the individual. Both approaches are complementary and accept the interpretive nature of the research encounter and analysis (Geanellos 2000, Geertz 1973). This combination has previously been used to effectively explore the stroke experience (Doolittle 1994).

Multiple methods of data collection were used to explore the individual’s narrative and context including: in-depth interviews, photographic facilitated interviews and participant observation. All interviews were conducted in the location of participant choice, which was always their home. The photographic interviews, which nine of the stroke survivors completed, utilised self-selected images that the participants themselves had taken as representations of their current life experience. They acted as an additional mechanism of discovery and discussion in an attempt to emphasise the participants’ priorities and explore more personal and emotionally charged concerns (Clark-Ibanez 2004, Collier 1967, Samuels 2004). Participants, many of whom had never used a camera, received written and verbal explanations of the purpose of the photographs, completed an additional consent form, which included potential publication of photographs, and were given training on how to use the camera and guidance topics. The study was approved by the ethics committee of Brunel University, UK and all participants consented to each stage of the study and have been given a pseudonym to maintain confidentiality.

Recruitment and samples achieved

The study was based in Central Aceh in the two districts of Aceh Tengah and Bener Meriah, Indonesia. The fieldwork took place in 2007 (seven months), with a further two months follow-up period in 2008. The research explored the lived experience, lay
models and health seeking behaviour held by those with stroke (n=11) and their carers (n=18). Those with stroke were purposively selected through a sampling frame developed from data of an international disability organisation working in the region. Strict inclusion and exclusion criteria were followed including a confirmed diagnosis of stroke and the absence of cognitive and language disorders. A mix of gender, ages, and length of time since stroke was purposively selected. Details are given in table 1. The carers were identified by the individuals with stroke. All the participants were of low socioeconomic status with a history of working as farmers, mobile labourers or in domestic roles.

Insert table 1

Data collection and analysis

Data included narratives from interviews, written information and photographs taken by MN or by the participants themselves. Interviews were undertaken in either Bahasa Indonesia or one of two other local languages by MN and a research assistant with appropriate language skills. They were audio recorded and later transcribed and professionally translated. Translated scripts were read alongside original recordings to confirm accuracy. Field notes, observations and daily reflections were written up in full. All written material and the photographs were imported into the Atlas.ti data management package. It was analysed using a thematic analysis approach as described by Braun and Clark (2006). This involved open coding at sentence level, followed by the identification of family codes. Broader themes were then developed and the inter-relationship between them expanded diagrammatically. The total process
involved continuous movement between quotes, codes, themes and the data as a whole.

Prior to the presentation of the stroke specific findings, an overview of the context of Central Aceh is essential particularly focussing on the history of the conflict, the family unit and general concepts of health and illness. This information is drawn from both the literature and empirical data.

**Context**

Central Aceh is a predominantly rural and mountainous region with one of the lowest development figures in Indonesia (World Bank 2008). It is estimated that 57% of the total population of the region are reliant on agriculture as their main source of income (Bupati 2007). This farming activity usually occurs on small family holdings (*kebun*) and the family is the unit of both production and consumption (Bowen 1998). The region has also been noted for egalitarianism and women can inherit both land and houses and often manage the family finances (*ibid*).

The people of this region are devout Moslems, with an estimated 97% of Aceh declaring Islam as their faith (Ananto 2007). *Syariah* law was formally established in 2005 and Islam is evident in the dress and numerous mosques in the region. However, Islam in Indonesia is complex and contested and while there is move towards modernist approaches to Islam, there remains a strong link with Sufism and its concomitant tolerance of religious pluralism and a belief in spirits (Ricklefs 2001).
Aceh province was the centre of a 30 year civil conflict which was resolved in 2005 (Barron, Clark & Daud 2005). The conflict seriously disrupted life and trade resulting in significant personal tragedies and reduced development. The International Organisation for Migration (IOM 2007) estimate that in the central highland area 62% of the population witnessed combat with 85% suffering from a lack of food as a result of the conflict. 79% reported stress as a result of being unable to provide for their family. At the time of data collection for this study there had been limited hostility for two years and activities of daily life had resumed. Despite this, the experience of the conflict continued to play an important part of daily life as will be demonstrated.

A detailed description of the health services in Central Aceh is beyond the remit of this paper. However, it is relevant to note that the Government of Indonesia subsidises limited primary, secondary and tertiary health services. The Central Aceh area had one main hospital and several *Puskesmas* (Primary Health Care Centres) within each district, which employed medical doctors, nurses and midwives. Speciality services, such as physiotherapy were available in the hospital, but rehabilitation services were not provided by the Government in the *Puskesmas* or community and social services were practically non-existent. Although there is provision for subsidised health care for many in this community, all medical care incurs some direct costs. In addition to the biomedical personnel, numerous healers whose practice went beyond biomedical concepts were available in the region.

Also relevant to the context of this study is the underlying concept of the body, health and illness. The Indonesian paradigm of health is a complex amalgamation of the major medical traditions (biomedicine, Buddhist, Hindu, Chinese and Islamic
systems) intertwined with Animism. The notion of balance runs through all of these influences, the disruption of which is noted as being one of the causes of disease and illness. Indeed, health is posited as the restoration/maintenance of balance, “within the human body, between the individual and the environment and the environment within the community, the realm, the cosmos” (Slamet-Velsink 1996:73). It was on this understanding of health that stroke in this research study was interpreted.

**Findings**

This section presents the data on the understanding of stroke and its remediation. Central to this is the importance of blood and its flow in health and illness. Three themed sub-sections are presented: ‘being clogged up’, the slowing and agitation of blood, and curing the blood.

**‘Being clogged up’**

Stroke (*strok*) was a known term used interchangeably with the local phrase of *mati sebelah badan*. This literally translates as half dead body and signaled the recognition of stroke through the key symptom of weakness, paralysis, the inability to feel one side of the body, or the sensation of heaviness. Biomedically this equates to hemiplegia, and although other symptoms were mentioned, such as visual disturbance and dizziness, the altered function of one side of the body was consistent to all participants.

> It means, it’s really stroke, is it not? Like that, with mati badan sebelah, someone cannot move, that’s what people said, (Arti)

> I felt weak from above to the bottom…only half, the left side…paralysed (Ramelan)
Thus, in line with Helman (2000), people predominantly perceived the condition from its primary symptom, albeit only one of the many biomedically recognized manifestations of stroke.

All participants reported that they believed stroke to be an alteration in blood flow. This was a plug or a block (*pembuluh darah*) and was located in the area of the body in which they had symptoms. They explained that weakness in an arm or leg was due to disturbed blood flow to the limb as a result of this plug. Four were able to pinpoint the area they believed the plug to be situated, most frequently pointing to their shoulder or lower back on the side affected. The extent of this blockage fluctuated, resulting in days when their limbs felt heavier or lighter or moved more or less.

“I feel that half of my body is clogged up. Yes, this part [points to left hip], this part is sick…sometimes if it relapses, if the blood does not circulate fluently…all is paralysed, I cannot feel anything.” (Pramana)

Interestingly, none of these cognitively intact participants related the alteration in blood flow to a problem in the brain. Indeed Arti specifically commented that her brain function remained intact stating, “I remembered all since the first time it took place…because there is no problem with my brain”.

**The slowing and agitation of blood**

Critical to the understanding of stroke were the reasons given for the disrupted blood flow. Numerous factors were considered which had two pathways of influence; one slowed the blood down, and through the other the blood could be agitated leading it to plug.
The slowing of blood flow was described by all but one participant. For two the over or under activity of muscles was responsible. Hard physical labour was said to cause tension in the muscles creating a physical block to flow. The extremes of fatigue and laziness could result in the blood becoming stagnant. Similar dynamics occurred through the influence of the weather. Cold weather reduced the fluency of blood flow and when combined with rain and sustained periods in that environment, the flow could stop altogether. Agus described,

“people said that it [stroke] is caused by the plug of the blood circulation. [indicates in his neck] … I was caught in the rain before I got my stroke…maybe it was too long I was making a gate. It was raining really hard, which makes it cold in here [indicates neck].”

The influence of the weather illustrates the porous nature of the body as understood in Central Aceh. This theme was central to the most commonly described cause for direct slowing or blockage of blood: spirits. Spirits (djinn), were identified by eight participants as having a direct and indirect effect on the blood. Once they had entered the body they could travel throughout, either contaminating the flow or altering thought processes.

“I think it is because we believe in djinn. When we think too much, remember something we can think negatively. Then maybe we disturb the djinn which makes it [the blood flow] worse.” (carer of Arti)

Spirits were most commonly encountered accidentally. Arti for example described how she must have kicked a spirit while visiting a friend in a nearby village. Despite
some research indicating an increase in destructive spirits in Aceh caused by the conflict (Siapno 2002), none of the participants reported this observation. Continuing the conversation, one of Arti’s carers described;

“Of course, because it is called a djinn it will disturb all human beings. Everywhere, including England. Where there are human beings there are djinn…it is not a dead person.”

For one participant, the time of day of stroke onset was indicative of spirit involvement,

“at that time, we as villagers believed that because this had happened at 11.30, before midday that it was because of the devil, a bad spirit had entered”
(husband of Sujatmi).

The involvement of human agents using spirit power in a curse was mentioned by one participant. However, this possibility was fraught with social implications and he soon retracted the theory.

Wife of Faisyal: Sometimes there is also occult force.

Faisyal: hmmm occult force…He [the traditional healer] said it was because of an occult force. I do not believe what he said. He said someone did this to me.

Interviewer: according to you, what is the cause?

Faisyal: in my opinion there are three causes, first because of food…second, because of thought…third is occult force.

Interviewer: so you also believe in occult force?
Faisyal: it is the common sense, but we do not believe it…I only believe the first two causes…he [the traditional healer] said it was an occult force, if we tell him for example that it is like this, then it will destroy that person, the sender and many others…to believe would make me suspicious of the others in the village.

Although spirits, the weather and muscles could directly affect blood flow, the clogging of blood was more frequently ascribed to an indirect process which involved an initial agitation in the blood. This agitation was closely associated with concepts of hypertension.

Hypertension (hypertensi) was a condition discussed by all but one of the participants as being in some way related to stroke. A carer of Arti stated,

“People said that stroke makes the body becomes heavy. Then I say that is stroke... I think it is from too much disturbance. Because the disturbance comes from thought then it causes hypertension which will become a stroke”.

Participants suggested that hypertension caused agitation in the blood and this could directly cause a plug to form resulting in stroke. As indicated in the following quotes, some of this information was drawn from interactions with biomedical staff

“I asked Pak mantri [male nurse]. He said your blood pressure is high so your blood circulation is clogged up. All is paralysed.” (Ramelan)
“He [the doctor] explained nothing. First he said hypertension, then finally stroke, he said because of the vein is clogged up, yes, it is clogged up.”

(Pramana)

In addition a number of the symptoms associated with stroke; loss of sensation, speech disturbance, dizziness, heaviness and physical fatigue were also related to hypertension.

“I had no feeling. It was hard to speak. I did not want to go out. In my heart I said this was hypertension”. (Indri)

Participants explained however, that stroke was a more serious disruption and the symptoms were more obvious and persisted longer. For example, stroke was the only condition that could cause *mati badan sebelah* for a prolonged period of time.

It should be noted that the concept of hypertension was not always clear. Although it was associated with a raised level in measurement, taken by biomedically trained personnel, reported levels ranged from 13 to 380 with no unit of measurement.

They [the doctor] said that it was only hypertension, hypertension. At that time her blood level was 15. *(husband of Filza)*

Every month, I check my blood pressure because I am a posyandu kader [village health volunteer]. My blood pressure is around 13-14. *(Lastri)*

He [the doctor] said that my blood was 380 *(Faisyal)*
The blood agitation related to hypertension was influenced by a number of factors. As Arti’s carer intimated in the earlier quote, thinking was key. Indeed, the effect of stress and the quantity and quality of thought were the most frequently identified causes of blood agitation.

The quality of thoughts were intimately connected to the personal and socio-political environment of the participants. For five of the participants stress was related to their family and the economic pressures of everyday life as illustrated in the following two quotes.

Interviewer: What do you think caused your stroke?
Ramelan: Because of high blood pressure. At that time, one of my children experienced ...
Interviewer: What happened?
Ramelan: He had had an accident. He had a crash. That time was a feast day. I did not give him permission to, to ride a motorcycle. I was afraid that he would fall, if I gave him permission, he would die. That was in my mind at that time.
Interviewer: We were afraid that he was hurt.
Ramelan: I had a lot of thoughts... A lot of thoughts...

“Maybe her spirit was very low because of her husband. My father was getting married again. As a woman she was under pressure because my father never stayed here again after that. Maybe that lowered her spirit... Was it [the stroke] because of her weakened condition?” (Son of Indri)
For a further five, the civil conflict was noted as a negative influence. Arti, described how she believed the conflict related to her stroke.

“I was thinking too much. My husband died, I have 3 daughters, there were issues of daily life. This caused an increase in my blood pressure… Also it was conflict time… I had to move many times, I was afraid, this may have caused it… combatants asked villagers to move, the army came, but I couldn’t move, I was afraid my house would be burnt. This happened before my stroke. The army were also shooting guns… so I was very afraid… fear, this may have caused my stroke because the heart is related with fear. If there is a gun-shot or a car backfires I still feel very afraid because of what has happened.”

Three participants and their families had had to move several times, either at gunpoint or to avoid the GAM (Free Aceh Movement) or Indonesian army using them as human shields. Others had seen members of their family killed, decapitated bodies in their fields and lived in fear of their lives. All had struggled to maintain their economic stability as the danger posed by travelling to their plantations increased.

Ramelan: Before that [the stroke], I just saw a lot of people die

Wife: children, children...in the conflict

Ramelan: although they were in the hills.

Wife: We left all, our home, garden. The economic condition was bad. All that we had we left.

Food was also described to have multiple influences on flow and the onset of stroke. Food in Central Aceh was generally described as heating, cooling or neutral in character and although agreement was not always reached on the categorisations, a
number of extreme examples were consistently identified. Fatty foods such as goat meat could cause an increase in the hypertension resulting in blockage and was avoided by most of the stroke survivors. Likewise, durian, a local fruit, was considered heating and therefore caused an increase in blood pressure. Coffee however, was the most consistently mentioned blood agitator and despite being the most ubiquitous drink in Central Aceh, was avoided by all following stroke. Interestingly, despite a high prevalence, smoking was not mentioned.

Two patterns are important to note in the development of causation theories. The first is that the initial ascribed causation was influenced by past experience. As a result the four participants who were aware prior to their stroke that they had hypertension initially ascribed this as the cause. The other seven showed a greater variety of explanatory processes. For example as previously illustrated, Sujatmi and her husband were influenced by the time of day the event occurred.

The second is that no participant mentioned only one cause, rather over time and different influences a combination were identified. As a consequence there was fluidity with causation theories which had a constantly revising nature. These influences included interaction with health providers, both biomedical and non-biomedical, stories from community members including accepted social narratives and the influence/impact of intervention based on particular theories. For example Lastri, a community health visitor, originally believed her stroke to be cause by hypertension. Medical treatment in the hospital which reduced her blood pressure did not result in a change in symptoms so this causal explanation became unconvincing. A local healer suggested it could be due to a *djinn* and as she began to improve with
prayer, she believed this could be the case. However as severe symptoms persisted she sought another explanation. Lastri was Javanese and she discussed at length her vulnerability during the civil conflict and resultant mental tension. Community members suggested that it was this fear and negative thinking that had caused her stroke and this was her currently held theory.

**Curing the blood**

For the participants in this study recovery/ cure was both expected and sought. Lastri’s son for example discusses the initial action of the family.

“When she had her stroke, we immediately gathered here. We did nothing for almost 10 days. Going nowhere and doing nothing. We gathered, the family, to find the solution to cure her.”

Recovery was discussed primarily as a return to health, to the individual’s normality. Underlying this concept was a sense of flow; the physical body, the blood and thoughts all needed to flow for the person to complete the tasks that were the foundation of a healthy life. Indri summarized this most succinctly by stating, “as normal people, first we pray, second we do work, third we do normal action, free to go anywhere. That is being healthy.” In line with this general concept of health, stroke recovery was in part framed within the capacity to move freely.

Arti selected the photograph entitled ‘Arti standing’ (figure 1) and commented on its significance.

Interviewer: Why did you select this picture? What does it mean to you?
Arti: I am very happy to stand. Makes me think I can walk independently, even though I know I can’t…gives me hope that I will be able to do it eventually. I am happy when I stand. I ask myself when will I be able to walk?

*Insert figure 1 here*

Also highlighted was the desire to return to work, illustrated by the following two quotes.

I want to be recovered like normal…I think I will feel comfortable when I can hold something in my left hand. If I can hold something, then I can go to the garden holding a hoe. Like when I was healthy…and get some money for the family (Agus)

Interviewer: what is the meaning for you to be recovered?

Faisyal: recovered?... I can work … yes work. Go to the garden yes, in the farm. I have a garden, but I am not working anymore ...because I am sick.

With God’s help – inshalah, but if I am healthy, I will work again

Even a number of years after the stroke event and multiple therapeutic interventions, some of which included education on the biomedical understandings, participants discussed their efforts and desire to find a cure and achieve recovery as demonstrated below.

Five years after his stroke Pramana explained:
Pramana: I have a big hope to be healthy…back to normal so I can do things like usual

Interviewer: What do you need to do to make yourself healthy?

Pramana: Of course, find the medicine, control the blood.

“I look for treatment to be healthy…treatment in order to be healthy again, to recover. I could do anything in the past…I could do a job, and earn money but I cannot now…I am just wondering how I can be healthy, what is the medicine. That's all...what is the medicine in order to be healthy soon? What is the medicine?” (Melati)

These last two quotes indicate the connection between recovery and resolving the altered blood flow. Participants described how symptoms created by the block in blood flow, could be reversed and resolved once the blood flow was restored. While Melati and Pramana focused on medicines to restore and control the blood flow, Filza’s husband described treatment using bekam (cupping with heat or sucking) through which the dirty blood, caused by spirits, is sucked out of the body.

Husband: you do bekam in the dirty place

Interviewer: and this sucks out the dirty blood?

Husband: yes, it enters into the cup

Interviewer: what is the relationship between dirty blood and stroke?

Husband: ahh stroke…the relation between stroke and dirty blood…for example…if he could not walk, automatically if it is done, the treatment would go inside this place and then the blocked blood can flow…
A host of treatments were accessed in order to achieve this goal, both biomedical and non-biomedical. In addition to those described above, massage and acupressure were used to physically clear the blockage and facilitate flow.

“For example, umm...the blood is not clear, so massage makes it run very smoothly.” (Ramelan)

Massage was also used in combination with other interventions. For one massage was done alongside a conversation with the spirit and offerings of chicken and rice to gently entice the spirit out the body, a process referred to as the redemption. There was also description of internal massage where a powerful energy force is applied without physical contact called totok.

In summary these results suggest that stroke in this part of Indonesia was understood to be a block in blood flow with various causes. Causation was initially ascribed through past experience but was fluid and influenced by interaction with others and response to interventions. Two pathways were described, factors which directly caused a reduction in blood flow and others which aggravated hypertension which resulted in blockage. Some factors, such as spirits, were common to both pathways. These causation theories were embedded in the specific historical, socio-political, cultural, religious and physical environment. The blockage was reversible and as flow returned there was an expectation that the symptoms would resolve with a return to functional normality. These features are conceptually illustrated in figure 2.

Discussion
This study in Central Aceh illustrates a number of interesting points when compared with other studies of lay explanatory processes for stroke. Such cross-cultural comparisons can lead to useful insights in directing future research and stroke education strategies. The first is the inter-connectedness of explanations. In Central Aceh stroke was described as a physical condition, in contrast to the distinct conditions described by Hundt et al. in South Africa (2004). There were, however a number of causation pathways which included both physical and social/spiritual factors. These were interrelated and variable such that social problems affected the physical status and ascribed causes were frequently altered with experience. Such a finding is in line with Mshana et al. (2008) and indicates a need for underlying the inter-relationship between influencing factors. It also highlights the importance of engaging with all perceived causation factors within health education approaches.

Notable in this study was the lack of social judgment within the ascribed causes, i.e. attribution of curses or occult forces. This was a common explanation in a number of the other studies in both Muslim and non-Muslim participants (Bham & Ross 2005, Hundt et al. 2004, Mshana 2008). There are two potential reasons for this difference apparent in the narratives. The first is the complex social consequence for the belief in spirits themselves as a result of the current debates on Islamic interpretation in Indonesia. To believe in spirits at all risks negative judgment as uneducated and significantly a ‘bad’ Muslim (Bowen 1993). Second was the need for social harmony within this post conflict situation, which led to reluctance to judge individuals, as illustrated by Faisyal. It was apparent that the wider social narrative of the conflict and general hardships was a preferred explanatory pathway. Linked with this was the observation that participants in Central Aceh did not look to Allah as a cause of their
condition. This is in stark contrast to research in other Muslim areas (Al-Oraibi 2002, Bham & Ross 2005, Mshana et al. 2008). Such differences should encourage researchers and policy makers to consider ‘situated religion’ rather than religious meta-narratives.

There were however a number of areas where similarities existed between studies. One example of this is what Mshana (2008) has described as the lay biomedical explanatory discourse. The familiarity with stroke as an interruption in blood flow and hypertension are examples. These may act as useful starting points for stroke education campaigns. But there are issues with the lay interpretation of these which have not been discussed in other literature. The quoted hypertension figures themselves illustrate some of this confusion as does the site of the blood blockage. Although it is evident that some of this information was gained from interaction with biomedically trained personnel, further research on how this information is gathered, interpreted and acted on is required. It was further apparent that other biomedical risk factors such as smoking have not infiltrated the lay explanation to date, in-keeping with other research in Indonesia (Ng, Stenlund, Bonita, Halimi, Wall & Weinahall 2006). Understanding why smoking is so resilient to negative health implications would be a fruitful area of future research.

Another area of interest was the focus on stress. In the biopsychosocial model of health, stress has been linked with the timing and severity of stroke, although the mechanism of its influence is still unknown (Harmsen, Lappas & Rosengren 2006, Harmsen, Rosengren & Tsipogiani 1990, Macko, Ameriso & Barndt 1996). Stress has also been identified as an important causation concern in a western based study of lay
concepts (Townend, Tinson, Kwan & Sharpe 2006). As demonstrated in this study too much, and specifically negative, thinking were clearly linked with stroke onset in Central Aceh. Of particular interest in this study was the focus on the conflict as a direct and indirect influence of stroke onset. Whether through the direct trauma or the indirect material hardship as a result of the conflict, the ascribed relationship was apparent. Figures that suggest that stroke incidence is higher in Aceh than anywhere else in the archipelago (Kusuma et al. 2009) add to calls to further investigate the potential links between mental trauma/stress and stroke.

Finally it is important to note the commitment of the participants to their recovery. Hundt et al. (2004:442) comment that the “sustained and focused efforts to do this….is remarkable”. Such efforts were also evident in Central Aceh, with participants not only trying multiple routes to remediation but also altering their explanatory theories based on their success or not. Interestingly, despite multiple differences in context, similarities between Central Aceh and the western experience can be drawn. For example a focus on a recovery model, rather than adaption has been demonstrated not only in the African studies but also in the UK (Alaszewski, Alaszewski & Potter 2004, Dixon, Thornton & Young 2007). The recurrence of this theme internationally suggests that further research is required to ascertain why the recovery model has potency, what factors create and sustain it, and its potential role.

In summary this study has indicated that the lay understanding of stroke in Central Aceh is influenced in part by a number of factors specific to the location. This suggests a need to understand the local context when planning health strategies. However, others are shared across continents and may indicate areas where future
international research would be fruitful. Furthermore, other factors, such as Islam show patterns that are distinct from other Islamic areas. Consequently necessary caution is required in making generalisations about particular groups of people based solely on one attribute.

Conclusion

This study has explored the local explanatory model of stroke in Central Aceh, indicating the importance of blood flow and the multiple factors of influence. It has highlighted key areas where these lay models parallel and differ from similar studies in different contexts. The results indicate a need to understand how lay models are embedded in the local context but also directed by wider influences such as biomedicine. Such information can influence the approach to local and international health strategies as well as future research agendas.
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Table 1: Participant details

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participant</th>
<th>Age (years)</th>
<th>Date stroke onset</th>
<th>Hemiplegia (side of weakness)</th>
<th>Barthel Score* /20</th>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Carer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Arti</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>3 daughters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Pramana</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>2002</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Wife</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Devi</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Husband</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Lastri</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>2 sons and 1 daughter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Melati</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Husband</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Filza</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>2 daughters mainly with 1 son and husband</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Ramelan</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Wife</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Indri</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>2001</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Son</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Agus</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Wife</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Sujatmi</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Husband</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Faisyal</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Wife</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* The Barthel Score is a commonly used measure of disability with a lower score indicating a higher level of functional dependence in activities of daily living such as personal care and mobility (Wade 1992).

Figure 1: ‘Arti standing’
Figure 2: Lay concept of stroke